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Frequently Asked Questions About 
Water/Wastewater Privatization 

 
 
By Geoffrey F. Segal and Adrian T. Moore 
 
 
As government officials, the public, and the media discuss privatization of water and wastewater utility 
facilities and operations, the same questions arise again and again.  Here are answers to many of those 
frequently asked questions. 
 

1. What is privatization? 
 
Privatization is a very broad term describing many policy tools for shifting some degree of responsibility for 
services to the private sector.  Privatization techniques include: 

 Service shedding—where governments cease to deliver services and leave them to the market, such as 
with most commercial solid waste collection. 

 Asset sales or leases—where governments sell or lease facilities to the private sector, often in order to 
provide public services.  In the United States a number of water and wastewater facilities have been sold 
or leased, as have hospitals, landfills, and other facilities.  This is the most common form of privatization 
internationally. 

 Merchant projects—where governments authorize private firms to build and own facilities with which to 
provide public services, such as privately owned treatment plants, landfills, hospitals, prisons, toll roads, 
etc. 

 Outsourcing or contract operations—where governments hire private firms to provide services in place 
of government agencies and/or operate government-owned facilities.  This is the most common method 
of privatization used in water and wastewater services in the United States. 

 
With few exceptions, privatization of water and wastewater facilities has not meant asset sales or leases.  
Almost all privatizations are contracts for operation and maintenance (O&M) of facilities.  Now and then 
some small systems are sold or leased.  For example, Fairbanks, Alaska, sold both utilities in 1997.  With 
contract O&M, the government still owns the facility, and a private firm operates, manages, and maintains it.  
Many contracts also require the private firm to upgrade or expand facilities and handle customer and other 
related services.   
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2. How common is privatization of water and wastewater services? 
 
Privatization of water and wastewater facilities in the United States is not a new phenomenon.  Converting 
government-owned facilities to private ownership or management goes back at least three decades.1 

 
The larger context of privatization is significant.  Surveys in recent years by the National League of Cities, 
U.S. Conference of Mayors, and the International City/County Management Association among other 
organizations find:2 

 Most local governments have been increasing their use of privatization in recent years, and plan to 
further increase privatization in coming years;  

 Privatization grows the fastest in communities that have already made the most use of privatization; and  

 Local governments are focusing more on competition than on privatization for their own sake, using 
outsourcing, insourcing, intergovernmental contracts, etc., as needed to get the service and cost results 
they want. 

 
Water and wastewater service privatization follows these broader trends.  More than 40 percent of drinking 
water systems nationwide are private, regulated utility systems.  Of the 60 percent of systems owned by local 
governments, privatization by contracting for operations and management has grown rapidly in recent years.  
In 2001, nationwide privatization of water and wastewater services grew by 13 percent, after growing by 84 
percent over the decade of the 1990s.3  At the end of 2001, nearly 1300 local governments have privatized 
operation of wastewater systems, and over 1100 have privatized operations of water systems. 
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Figure 1: Number of Privatized Municipal Water Utilities in the United 
States
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Source: Public Works Financing. 
 
 

3.Why are local governments privatizing water and wastewater services? 
 
Local government surveys have found that public officials turn to privatization in response to fiscal crisis 
and/or when privatization has been shown to work in other jurisdictions. According to the U.S. Conference 
of Mayors, four out of ten cities are actively considering privatization in order to reduce costs and attract 
private capital investment.4   
 
Infrastructure concerns are embedded in broader issues.  A 1998 survey found that public officials’ greatest 
operational concern is meeting environmental regulations and that capital improvements are driven by:5 

 Growth  40% 

 Age   30% 

 Regulations  27% 

 Other    3% 
 
These top concerns are embedded in a context of change.   
 
 Growth.  This is a fairly self-evident challenge.  Extending systems either to cover more area or to 

handle increased demand is costly and complicated. Local governments must be proactive in 
anticipating stresses that growth places on systems rather than waiting for them to break. 

 Decaying Infrastructures.  Many water and wastewater systems include water and sewer infrastructures 
that date back to the early 1900s. The most recent systems were built with federal funds during the 
1970s, and even these now need upgrading or replacing. The EPA recently estimated that the nation's 
76,000 drinking water systems alone will require $150 billion in investments over the next 20 years.6 
Wastewater systems will require a similar level of investment.  
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 Regulations.  Over the last two decades, through the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act 
and their subsequent amendments, standards governing the quality of drinking water and cleanliness of 
effluent discharged into waterways have become ever more stringent.  To meet these increasing 
standards, many local water and wastewater systems require improved technologies and upgraded 
infrastructure.   

 Other—Mandates.  The federal government has reduced its contributions to local water systems over the 
past 30 years, while at the same time imposing stricter water quality and effluent standards under the 
Clean Water Act and Safe Drinking Water Act. Unfunded mandates are forcing municipal systems to 
meet federal regulations through local sources of revenues or state revolving loan funds.  

 Other—Structure of Local Financing.  It 's often difficult for local officials to commit to making the 
necessary investments in community water systems. Water pipes and sewer mains are not visible and not 
perceived as immediately critical for adequate funding. It is easier for elected officials to ignore them in 
favor of expenditures for more visible services, such as police and fire. Additionally, water and sewer 
rates do not adequately cover the actual cost of providing services in many municipalities, but raising 
water and sewer rates to cover operations and maintenance as well as capital replacement is an 
unpopular move for elected officials. 

 
These combined factors have led to a capital-funding crisis for water and wastewater facilities.  In the face of 
such a crisis, surveys show that privatization is a policy tool public officials often turn to.  
 

4. How does privatization affect environmental and 
health standards? 
 
Privatization has bipartisan support as a means of improving the 
environment and the health of citizens.7  President Clinton’s EPA 
endorsed privatization as a means by which local governments could 
meet environmental standards.  Indeed the EPA wrote, “[Privatization 
case studies] provide concrete examples to local officials of how 
successful partnerships and other models can be used by communities 
to provide needed environmental services more efficiently. They also 
show how public-private partnerships can be used as a way to provide 
substantial benefits to both the public and private sectors, creating the 
classic "win-win" situation.”8 
 
At the same time, a 1999 survey found that privatizing water and 
wastewater services can improve compliance with environmental 

standards. Prior to privatization, 41 percent (12) of the facilities surveyed were not in full compliance with 
the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. One year after entering into a public-private partnership, all were in 
compliance with federal water standards.9 
 
For example, after a 1993 outbreak of cryptosporidium parasites, Milwaukee had to spend over $90 million 
in a new water purification system.  That forced the city to look for substantial savings in other parts of the 
budget while ensuring environmental protection. The result was in 1999 the city entered into a long-term 
contract with United Water to operate the city's wastewater system.  The contract was stringently 
performance based, leading to effluent discharge that has each year exceeded state and federal standards and 
considerable cost savings to the city. 
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5. Is privatization an attack on public employees? 
 
Privatization often focuses on increasing the productivity of the workforce, and employees often fear 
outright layoffs or lower wages and benefits.  There are several items to examine in evaluating this concern: 

 Every comprehensive study of the effects of privatization on employees in the United States has found 
layoffs to be minimal—typically around 7 percent of the workforce. Most employees are hired by the 
firm taking over operation of water or wastewater facilities;10 

 Typically wages and benefits go up for some employees and go down for others, and natural attrition 
accounts for most of the reducation in workforce;11 

 Long-term O&M contracts often include a requirement to hire all existing employees who meet minimal 
criteria; 

 Upward mobility and job opportunities expand if privatization moves employees to a firm managing a 
larger network of facilities; and  

 Techniques have emerged for involving employees in the planning process and investing some initial 
savings in transition programs for employees that do not go to work for the contractor.12 

 
The outcome for employees depends on the goals of the local government. If it seeks privatization in order to 
cut costs and/or improve services, there are sufficient examples to show that with appropriate attention to 
how the privatization and contract are structured, employees need not be harmed. 
 
 

6. Does privatization and loss of staff leave local government vulnerable? 
 
Some local governments fear that after privatization shifts employees to a private firm, they will lose their 
ability to take back operating the facilities if the contract is terminated, and to handle emergencies and strikes 
by private contractor workers. Local governments remain accountable to citizens for water and wastewater 
services even after contracting with private firms for O&M, so these concerns are justified.  However, in 
light of the evidence, the degree of concern should not be very great.  Privatization of water and wastewater 
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services has extended over three decades in thousands of communities during which time emergencies, 
strikes, and contract terminations have simply not been important problems.  In fact, nine out of ten water 
and wastewater privatization contracts are renewed when their term expires, indicating that that local 
governments have not found themselves vulnerable or suffered service disruptions due to privatization.  
 
 

7. Water is vital, so can we trust it to the market? 
 
This is a conceptual rather than a research question, but grounded in basic facts about our lives in the United 
States. Yes, water is vital, and along with most other vital things, the market has proved exceptional at 
providing it.  The closest analog is food, which the market provides, as it does medicines and healthcare.  
Our government hires contractors to maintain the airplanes that that transport the President, to run the space 
shuttle, to guard our nuclear power plants, and to build, maintain, and often operate submarines, fighter jets 
and other high-tech weapons systems.   
 

The sheer track record of water and wastewater privatization, with thousands of satisfied communities, 
reveals this concern to be mainly rhetorical, rather than factual.  Government remains responsible for 
establishing and enforcing quality and reliability standards, while contractors have every incentive to ensure 
the same.  Just as with government-run facilities, employees and managers, and their families, live in the 
community and are customers of the services they provide.  And companies that consistently fail to deliver 
expected service will soon find no more willing customers. 
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8. Is foreign ownership of some water companies cause for concern? 
 
Local control and accountability matter.  The question is what form they must take.  We trust foreign-made 
cars with our lives—and they are far more likely to be the cause of our death than our water is. We ingest 
foreign-made pharmaceuticals, we eat imported foods, we strap our children into foreign-made car seats, all 
without really worrying about where they are made.  Why? Because there is a system for ensuring they are 
safe products.   
 
Privatization of water and wastewater services does not change the system for ensuring the water is safe and 
reliable.  The same regulations apply, indeed, often more stringent ones do.  Many communities have 
privatized because they could not meet EPA health and safety standards.  They brought in private contractors 
as a means of achieving health and safety.  Indeed, some communities have required contractors to 
substantially exceed EPA standards. 
 
Again, employees and managers with contract firms, and their families, live in the community and are 
customers of the services they provide.  Foreign-owned companies in the water industry are more closely 
scrutinized by communities and will quickly run out of customers if they establish a record of bad service. 
They also sport the advantage of objective monitoring. Government provision of a service puts compliance 
monitoring on the provider, creating a conflict of interest that does not exist in private contracting 
 
 

9. Does privatization save local governments money? 
 
A 1999 study examined public-private partnerships in water and wastewater systems in 29 cities serving over 
three million customers throughout the United States. It found that all of the privatizations resulted in lower 
rate increases than were planned prior to privatization, and at 17 percent (five) of the facilities, public-private 
partnering brought cost savings of between 10 percent and 40 percent, allowing local governments to avoid 
large increases in water rates.13   
 
Case studies of savings abound.  The EPA has collected a set of case studies where cities were able to meet 
water quality standards more efficiently thanks to privatization.14  Contract renewal rates are also indicative, 
since privatization is primarily motivated by communities seeking cost savings. That 17 out of 20 
privatization contracts are renewed at the end of their term indicates that communities are satisfied with the 
savings being achieved. 
 
 

10. How satisfied are local governments with the privatization of water and 
wastewater services? 
 
As the figure shows, satisfaction with privatization is very high, with over 90 percent of communities 
choosing to continue privatization at renewal time. 
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Figure 2: Outcome of Water/Wastewater Privatization Contract Renewals 
1998-2001*
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*A total of 489 privatization contracts were up for renewal during this period. 

Source: Public Works Financing.   
 
 
Another survey found that 94 percent of communities that have privatized their water or wastewater services 
would recommend their contractor to other communities.15 Indeed as the public debate over privatizing water 
and wastewater services has expanded, and the information about it has become more available, many cities 
have chosen privatization as an appropriate option. Cities that privatized in the last two years include:  
 

 Augusta, GA  Chicago, IL 

 Dayton, OH  Richmond, CA 

 East Palo Alto, CA  Houston, TX 

 Frazier Park, CA  

 
 

11. Does privatization by long-term contracts make sense? 
 
That depends on the needs of each community.  Long-term contracts offer less frequent competition and 
require cities to capitalize competition more intensely in one round.  At the same time, companies can only 
afford to hire all existing workers and to invest private capital in facilities if they have a long term over 
which to stabilize rates and recoup their investment.16  Many communities facing this choice are opting for 
long-term contracts.17   
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12. What are some of the pitfalls of privatization and how do we avoid them? 
 
1. It is possible a winning bidder could turn out to be incapable or goes out of business.  To avoid this, local 

governments must ask for qualifications and references from potential contractors and then spend the time 
checking them out.  Customer references are most important (for similar type work), but ask for credit, 
financial and supplier references, resumés of key personnel, and question legal problems also.  
 
A reasonable performance bond can help assure that the contractor will perform the contract and cover 
transition costs in case it does not.  However, care must be taken that performance bonds do not drive off 
smaller, but good and qualified companies, or drive up the cost of services. References and qualifications are 
typically a better indicator of contract performance than performance bonds. 
 

2. Sometimes a lack of understanding or agreement about performance expectations can lead to disputes 
and even termination.  Establishing a trusting relationship requires structuring the right risks, rewards, 
benefits and opportunities early in the contract negotiation stage.  Also, the more that the expectations of 
the contract are based on measurable outcomes and outputs (like costs, quality, reliability. etc.), rather 
than inputs (like work levels, hours, personnel, etc.) the less subjective everyone’s assessment will be 
and the less likely it is that conflicts will arise. 

 
3. One pitfall may be cost overruns caused by low-ball bids or by failure to accurately assess the existing 

conditions and limitations of facilities.  One way to avoid this is to use contracts that fix costs and risks 
up front.  “Cost-plus” contracts provide little incentive for contractors to hold down their costs. The 
result is often escalating costs that the government as customer has no ability to control. Cost-plus 
contracts also require substantial government auditing because all the contractor's charges, invoices and 
reimbursement requests must be approved by the government agency. 

 

On the other hand, fixed-price performance contracts shift the financial risk from the public agency to 
the contractor, who, in order to keep costs down and increase profits, has incentives to improve 
performance and increase productivity.  
 

Also, competition at contract renewal, unless you have clear information that the service was performed 
well under the last contract, will promote good service at a competitive price. Remember that companies 
are interested in profits, and it is up to government to harness that drive and the competitive forces of the 
market to get citizens the best deal possible. 

 
4. Sometimes local governments don’t do their homework, don’t learn from best practices, or fail to 

conduct a proper analysis. Such oversights can lead to inappropriate privatizations or cripple a 
privatization’s success.  Local governments need to invest some staff time in understanding privatization 
and be willing to bring in specialized help when appropriate. 
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